FOR RM DERIVED FROM PALM (KERNEL) OIL

Does the raw material (RM) contain substances derived from palm oil (PO) or palm kernel oil (PKO)?

- Yes: Not subject to the NATRUE requirement of Criteria sect. 5.4.1
- No: Are they marked with an «X» in the second column of Annex 3 (RSPO-MB requisite)?

- Yes: Not subject to the NATRUE requirement of Criteria sect. 5.4.1, but if a RSPO certificate is available for the RM, please inform NATRUE
- No: Is the whole RM certified to a sustainable supply chain Scheme with Mass Malance (MB) as min. quality?

- Yes: The RM is compliant to Criteria sect. 5.4.1
- No: Are all individual ingredient(s) coming from palm (kernel) oil certified to a sustainable supply chain Scheme with MB as min. quality?

- Yes: The RM is compliant to Criteria sect. 5.4.1
- No: Are all substances' building block(s) coming from palm (kernel) oil certified to a sustainable supply chain Scheme with MB as min. quality?

- Yes: The RM is compliant to Criteria sect. 5.4.1
- No: Not compliant
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